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Lēmums lietā 1764/2003/ELB - Atteikums nodrošināt 
piekļuvi revīzijas ziņojumam - 2 

Lēmums 
Lieta 1764/2003/ELB  - Uzsākta {0} 20/10/2003  - Lēmums par {0} 12/01/2006 

Sūdzības iesniedzējs lūdza Komisijai piešķirt viņam piekļuvi revīzijas ziņojumam par Nigēriju. 
Tika piešķirta tikai daļēja piekļuve dokumentam (valsts tiesību aktu izvilkumi). Sūdzības 
iesniedzējs apgalvoja, ka, liedzot piekļuvi atlikušajai revīzijas ziņojuma daļai, Komisija nav 
ievērojusi Regulu Nr. 1049/2001 par publisku piekļuvi dokumentiem [1]  . Viņš pieprasīja piekļuvi
šim dokumentam. Komisija uzstāja, ka tās atteikums sniegt piekļuvi atlikušajām revīzijas 
ziņojuma daļām bija pamatots, jo to atklāšana apdraudētu revīziju mērķa aizsardzību un 
sabiedrības interešu aizsardzību starptautisko attiecību kontekstā. Turklāt uz sadaļām, kurās 
bija ietverti personu dati, attiecās cits izņēmums, ko paredz Regula Nr. 1049/2001. 

Ombuds piedāvāja mierizlīgumu, ņemot vērā to, ka attiecībā uz izņēmumu, kas saistīts ar 
revīziju mērķa aizsardzību, Komisija nebija pierādījusi, ka tai ir tiesības izmantot šo izņēmumu, 
lai ierobežotu publisku piekļuvi revīzijas ziņojumam, un ka attiecībā uz starptautiskajām 
attiecībām tā nebija atbilstoši pamatojusi savu atteikumu atklāt tās ziņojuma daļas, ko tā pati 
uzskatīja par atklājamām. Tāpēc tas ierosināja, ka Komisija varētu apsvērt piekļuves 
piešķiršanu tām ziņojuma daļām, kuras tā pati bija atzinusi par atklājamām. 

Lai gan Komisija piekrita publiskot daļu dokumenta, sūdzības iesniedzējs norādīja, ka rediģētais
materiāls būtībā pārstāv visu revīzijas ziņojuma būtisko saturu. 

Ombuds atzīmēja, ka Komisijai ir plašas pilnvaras pieņemt lēmumu par piekļuves liegšanu, 
pamatojoties uz sabiedrības interešu aizsardzību saistībā ar starptautiskajām attiecībām. Līdz 
ar to ombuda izmeklēšanas iespējas šajā kontekstā aprobežojas ar pārbaudi, vai ir ievēroti 
procesuālie noteikumi un pienākums minēt iemeslus, vai fakti ir minēti akurāti un vai nav 
pieļauta acīmredzama vērtējuma kļūda vai pilnvaru pārkāpums. Attiecībā uz pienākumu minēt 
iemeslus ombuds pieminēja, ka, lai gan attiecīgajai institūcijai ir jāpierāda, ka dokumenti, 
attiecībā uz kuriem tiek lūgta piekļuve, tiešām ietilpst Regulā Nr. 1049/2001 minētajos 
izņēmumos, var būt neiespējami minēt iemeslus, kas attaisno katra atsevišķa dokumenta 
konfidencialitātes nepieciešamību, neatklājot dokumenta saturu un līdz ar to likvidējot šī 
izņēmuma mērķi. 

Ombuds atzīmēja, ka ziņojums bija saistīts ar padziļinātu Nigērijas valsts pārvaldes revīziju. Tas
piebilda, ka Komisija uzskata, ka pilnīga prasītā dokumenta atklāšana var pasliktināt tās 
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attiecības ar Nigēriju. Tas atklāja, ka Komisija ir sniegusi saprotamu paskaidrojumu par tās 
atteikuma problemātisko raksturu un ka šis paskaidrojums, kaut arī īss, ir adekvāts, ņemot vērā 
faktu, ka papildu informācijas sniegšana, it īpaši atsaucoties uz attiecīgā dokumenta saturu, 
likvidētu attiecīgā izņēmuma mērķi. Vēl ombuds atklāja, ka apstrīdētais lēmums nav ticis 
pieņemts, pamatojoties uz acīmredzamu kļūdu vērtējumā par sabiedrības interešu aizsardzību 
saistībā ar starptautiskajām attiecībām. Tas nolēma, ka saistībā ar Komisijas problemātiskā 
rakstura atteikumu piešķirt piekļuvi revīzijas ziņojuma daļām, atsaucoties uz sūdzības 
iesniedzēja prasību, nav pieļautas kļūdas pārvaldē. 

Sūdzības iesniedzējs arī apgalvoja, ka Komisijas dokumentu reģistrs ir nepilnīgs, jo viņš, 
pārmeklējot to, atrada tajā tikai divus dokumentus, kas attiecas uz revīziju. 

Komisija bija izlēmusi, ka tās dokumentu reģistrā sākumā vajadzētu iekļaut atsauces uz 
dokumentiem, kas ietver tās būtiskākās likumdošanas darbības. Reģistra apjoms tiktu 
pakāpeniski paplašināts. Lai apmierinātu sūdzības iesniedzēja prasību, Komisija nolēma 
izveidot tās rīcībā esošo ar attiecīgo revīziju saistīto dokumentu sarakstu. 

Ombuds atzīmēja, ka droša finanšu pārvalde sabiedrībai ir ļoti svarīga un ka revīzijas ziņojumi 
sniedz vērtīgu informāciju par Kopienas līdzekļu izmantojumu. Līdz ar to labas pārvaldes 
principi prasa, lai revīzijas ziņojumi un atbilstoši dokumenti, kas atrodas Komisijas rīcībā, būtu 
prioritāte, veidojot dokumentu reģistru. Ombuds novēroja, ka Komisija tikai sniegusi vispārējas 
piezīmes par tās reģistra saturu, kas nevar adekvāti risināt trūkumus, uz kuriem norādījis 
sūdzības iesniedzējs. Ombuds atklāja, ka Komisijas dokumentu reģistrs ir neatbilstošs attiecībā 
uz dokumentiem par minēto revīziju. Tā ir kļūda pārvaldē. Ombuds izteica aizrādījumu. 

[1]  Eiropas Parlamenta un Padomes Regula (EK) Nr. 1049/2001 (2001. gada 30. maijs) par 
publisku piekļuvi Eiropas Parlamenta, Padomes un Komisijas dokumentiem, OV 2001, L 145, 
43. lpp. 

 Strasbourg, 12 January 2006 
Dear Mr M., 

On 20 September and 23 September 2003, you made a complaint to the European 
Ombudsman against the European Commission concerning its refusal to grant you access to a 
document entitled " Audit des fonds de contrepartie de l'appui à l'ajustement structurel en 
République du Niger - rapport final juin 2001 et janvier 2002 " as well as other related 
documents. 

On 20 October 2003, I forwarded the complaint to the President of the Commission. On 17 
October 2003, you sent me additional information, which I forwarded to the Commission on 12 
November 2003. The Commission sent its opinion on 30 January 2004. I forwarded it to you 
with an invitation to make observations, which you sent on 25 February 2004. On 19 May 2004, 
I requested further information from the Commission. The Commission requested an extension 
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of the deadline to reply and sent its supplementary comments on 5 August 2004. I forwarded 
them to you with an invitation to make observations, which you sent on 6 October 2004. 

On 28 February 2005, I submitted a proposal for a friendly solution to the Commission, and on 
the same date I sent you a copy of my letter to the Commission. The Commission sent its reply 
on 13 June 2005. On 25 July 2005 and 29 September 2005, my services contacted you by 
e-mail and invited you to inform them whether you considered that a friendly solution had been 
achieved. As no reply was received from you, I forwarded the Commission's reply to you with an
invitation to make observations, which you sent on 14 October 2005. 

You contacted my services to have information on the progress made with your complaint on 10
May 2005 and 14 July 2005. 

I am writing now to let you know the results of the inquiries that have been made. 

THE COMPLAINT 

According to the complainant, the relevant facts are, in summary, as follows: 

On 6 June 2003, the complainant wrote to the Commission, requesting access to a document 
entitled " Audit des fonds de contrepartie de l'appui à l'ajustement structurel en République du 
Niger - Rapport final juin 2001 et janvier 2002 " ("the audit report") as well as other relevant 
documents. 

On 9 July 2003, the Commission (EuropeAid Co-operation Office) refused to grant him access. 

On 17 July 2003, the complainant asked for a re-examination of his request and indicated that 
he would appreciate a list of any documents from the EuropeAid Co-operation Office that had 
been placed on the register of documents in accordance with Article 11 of Regulation (EC) No 
1049/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30 May 2001 regarding public 
access to European Parliament, Council and Commission documents (1)  ("Regulation 
1049/2001"). 

On 8 September 2003, the refusal of access was confirmed by the Secretary General of the 
Commission on the grounds that disclosure of the audit report would undermine the protection 
of the purpose of audits, the protection of the public interest as regards the EU's international 
relations and the protection of the public interest as regards privacy and the integrity of the 
individual. The Secretary General explained, however, that some parts of the document could 
be released, that is, extracts of national legislation. These parts were sent to the complainant. 

The complainant contested the decision of the Secretary General on the following grounds. 

The Commission's refusal to grant the complainant access showed that it believed that no 
information from any Commission-sponsored audits should be released. Since audits were a 
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primary source of information on the efficiency and effectiveness of the Commission's activities, 
such rejection limited the public's ability to gather the information necessary to exercise its 
democratic responsibilities. In other developed countries, notably Canada, legislation on public 
access to documents did not provide for such an exclusion. 

The audit in question had been completed more than a year before the complainant sought to 
gain access to it. It was therefore unlikely that information about it could be used to subvert the 
purpose of the audits, which was what the exception under Regulation 1049/2001 aimed to 
prevent. Moreover, it did not seem to be damaging for the purpose of the audit to release 
information related to the in-depth analysis of the legal and administrative situation in Niger. The
release of the audit was unlikely to damage future co-operation with the authorities of Niger, as 
this country received co-operation assistance, which was a discretionary contribution by the EU.
Compliance with an audit investigation was thus a condition for the receipt of aid. The 
complainant recognised that certain information might be sensitive and should not be disclosed.
However it was unlikely that the report contained only information that might harm individuals 
and make them reluctant to co-operate with future audits. 

It was in the public interest to know whether the audit revealed difficulties in the delivery and 
administration of development aid. The argument that information should not be provided 
because it might be used in bad faith or out of context, which was used in the refusal of the 
confirmatory application, went against the spirit of Regulation 1049/2001. 

A professional auditing firm should have taken into account the protection of privacy and 
integrity of the individual in its administration of the audit. It was unlikely that all elements of the 
audit could be used to directly identify individuals. 

Transparency in administration and audit were the most effective ways of ensuring that EU 
development aid was not misused. There was an overriding public interest in disclosure, based 
on the priority given by the European Union to openness, accountability and transparency. 
Moreover, the public had an overriding interest in knowing how its resources were being spent 
by its public servants. Any misuse of development aid was a direct threat to the survival of the 
people of Niger. 

The exceptions put forward by the Commission cannot apply to all parts of the audit report. 
Parts relating, notably, to the terms of reference of the audit, matters relating to the EuropeAid 
Office's own administration of the development aid or the recommendations for improving the 
administration of development aid should not be covered by any exception. 

The complainant also raised the following points. 

The audit in question did not appear in the Commission’s register of documents. The 
complainant carried out a search on the Internet, as advised by the Secretary General, and 
found only two documents. The complainant considered that the register was incomplete, which 
was contrary to Regulation 1049/2001. He argued that the European Union evaded the 
obligation to place documents on the register and made it impossible for citizens to know what 
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documents to ask for. According to the complainant, the refusal to provide the complainant with 
a list of documents was a breach of Regulation 1049/2001 and of the Code of Good 
Administrative Behaviour. 

The Secretary General of the Commission also mentioned in his letter of 8 September 2003 that
" the audit report has been made available to the European Court of Auditors ". The complainant
therefore requested the Court of Auditors to grant him access to the audit report. On 13 October
2003, the Court replied that " it does not appear to hold this document ". The complainant 
therefore considered that he had been misled by the Secretary General. 

In summary, the complainant alleged that the Commission failed to comply with Regulation 
1049/2001 when it refused to grant him access to the audit report and other related documents. 
He also alleged that the Commission's register of documents was incomplete. The complainant 
claimed that he should receive the document in question, as well as a list of the documents 
related to this audit. He also alleged that he had been misled by the Secretary General of the 
Commission, who wrote that " the audit report has been made available to the European Court 
of Auditors ." 

THE INQUIRY 
The Commission's opinion 
The Commission's opinion can be summarised as follows. 

On 6 June 2003, the complainant wrote to the Secretariat General of the Commission 
requesting access to a document or documents, presumably unpublished, relating to an audit of
the EU's budgetary aid to the Government of Niger. 

On 9 July 2003, the EuropeAid Office replied to the complainant's initial application. Access to 
the audit report concerned was refused on the basis of several of the exceptions laid down in 
Article 4 of Regulation 1049/2001. 

In his confirmatory application of 17 July 2003, the complainant contested the application of the 
above-mentioned exceptions, stating that, in any case, there was an overriding public interest in
disclosure. 

The Secretary General replied to this confirmatory application on 8 September 2003 granting 
partial access. He recognised that the release of extracts of national legislation was unlikely to 
satisfy the complainant's request. However, the assessment was made that the extracts of 
national legislation were not covered by any exception and, therefore, had to be disclosed. With 
regard to the rest of the audit report, he partly confirmed the position of the EuropeAid Office, 
concluding that access had to be refused since its disclosure would undermine the protection of 
the purpose of audits and the protection of the public interest as regards international relations. 
Moreover, he stated that sections containing personal data were covered by the exception laid 
down in Article 4 (1) (b) of Regulation 1049/2001. It was also explained that the means of 
redress were correctly indicated in the initial reply and that the balancing of interest with a view 
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to establishing whether there was an overriding public interest in disclosure does not apply to 
the exceptions laid down in Article 4 (1) of the Regulation. 

In his reply to the confirmatory application, the Secretary General stated that the audit report 
had been made available to the Court of Auditors and to the President of the Committee for 
Budgetary Control of the European Parliament in order to ensure that the use of these funds 
was subject to independent and democratic control. The fact was that this report was available 
to them upon simple request like any other audit report on the use of EU funds. Thus, the 
formulation " has been made available " had to be understood as " is available ". The 
Commission recognised that the wording was unfortunate, since it can be interpreted as " has 
been sent to ". The Commission apologised for this imprecision, which was in no way intended 
to mislead the complainant. 
The protection of the purpose of the audits 
With regard to the interpretation of Article 4 (2), third indent, of Regulation 1049/2001 regarding 
the protection of the purpose of audits, the general principle governing the Regulation was that 
all documents held by the Commission were accessible to the public, unless their disclosure 
would undermine certain public and private interests listed in Article 4 of the Regulation, in 
which case an exception to this general principle applied. The key element of the treatment of 
applications for access to documents was, therefore, the harm test, which had to be carried out 
on a case-by-case basis, in order to determine whether disclosure of the requested documents 
would undermine any of the interests listed in Article 4. The Secretary General thoroughly 
analysed the audit report, in order to assess whether disclosure would undermine the interests 
to be protected and to what extent it would be possible to grant partial access to the report. 

The purpose of the audits, in this case, was to preserve the Commission's capacity to carry out 
in future this kind of very sensitive and thorough audit in Niger in the broader context of 
development aid. It was clear that by their very nature audit reports were more likely than other 
document categories to contain sensitive information, disclosure of which would undermine the 
interests to be protected by Article 4 of Regulation 1049/2001. It was true that co-operation 
assistance was an entirely discretionary contribution by the EU and that, if the Government of 
Niger did not wish to co-operate with EU audits, it was not obliged to accept assistance. 
However, the Commission considered that the purpose of these audits had to be seen in the 
context of a long-term engagement towards the people of Niger and that this was not a question
of misrepresenting the relationship between the EU and Niger. Considering the sensitive 
content of this particular audit report (that is, its very detailed level of specific audit information), 
its disclosure would breach the legitimate expectations of confidentiality of all the different 
informants who had co-operated thoroughly with the auditor. The Commission held that 
disclosure, therefore, would lead to a situation where informants would be more reluctant to 
co-operate. This, in turn, would jeopardise the Commission's ability to carry out such audits in 
future with the same level of precision. 
The protection of the public interest as regards international relations 
It was correct to state that it was in the interests of the EU's development assistance to promote
good governance and transparency and that aid was provided on condition that it was used 
appropriately and was subject to audit. However, unlike the complainant, the Commission 
considered that these interests are better served by maintaining mutual confidence between the
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two parties, rather than by granting public access to the audit report and breaching this 
confidence. This development aid and this kind of in-depth audit of the administration of Niger 
enabled the EU to help Niger to identify problems, propose solutions and exercise pressure in 
order to improve the situation, in so far as the audit revealed difficulties in the delivery and 
administration of development aid. 

The Commission confirmed that, considering the level of detailed, sensitive audit information 
contained in this document, it was a matter of fact that, if used in bad faith or out of context, the 
information could cause serious harm to the country. 
The protection of privacy and integrity of the individual 
The allegation that the Secretary General had adopted a broad interpretation of this exception 
was also groundless, since, in his reply to the confirmatory application, he clearly indicated that 
relevant sections of the audit report are covered by this exception. It was, therefore, current 
practice to blank out such personal data in order to facilitate partial access to the rest of the 
document. 
The overriding public interest 
There was always a public interest in transparency and in disclosure of any document held by a 
public administration, in accordance with recital 2 of Regulation 1049/2001. However, just like 
any other regime of access to documents, Regulation 1049/2001 established certain exceptions
to this rule. 

Accordingly, if the general public interest in disclosure automatically constituted an overriding 
public interest in disclosure, the exceptions of Article 4 of Regulation 1049/2001 would be 
deprived of any meaning. 

As regards the exceptions laid down in Article 4 (2) and (3) of Regulation 1049/2001, there was 
a possible further exception to the exceptions, namely the existence of an overriding public 
interest in disclosure. In order to establish whether such an interest existed, the public interest in
disclosure of the concerned documents had to be weighed against the interests to be protected 
by the exceptions laid down in Article 4 of the Regulation. In this particular case, the invoked 
exceptions concerning the protection of international relations and protection of privacy and 
integrity of the individual were mandatory and not subject to this further balance-of-interests 
test. 
The register and the list of documents 
Article 11 of Regulation 1049/2001 provided that each institution shall provide public access to a
register of documents. However, it did not specify the content of these registers. The register 
was, obviously, a useful tool that enabled citizens to exercise their right of access. The fact that 
a document did not appear in the registers did not however in any way preclude an applicant 
from requesting the document and from being granted access to it. 

Considering the importance of legislative documents as defined in Article 12 (2) of Regulation 
1049/2001, the Commission decided that the register of documents created on the basis of 
Article 11 of the Regulation should, initially, contain references to the COM, C and SEC 
documents submitted to the College, which cover essentially the legislative activities of the 
Commission. The register contained all documents belonging to these document categories 
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from 1 January 2001. The coverage of the register would be extended gradually. In a first step, 
minutes and agendas of the Commission's meetings had been added. Further extensions would
follow. This gradual extension was not in breach of Article 11 of the Regulation. Moreover, 
considering the decentralised structure of the Commission and the Regulation's extremely 
broad definition of a document, there could never be an exhaustive register of Commission 
documents. It was true that, in the absence of an exhaustive register, it was difficult for the 
citizen to know which documents to ask for, and thus to formulate a request in a manner 
sufficiently precise to enable the institution to identify the document, unless the responsible 
Commission services provided appropriate assistance to the applicant. 

In its reply of 9 July 2003 to the complainant's initial application, the EuropeAid Office explained 
that the conclusion had been drawn that it concerned only the audit report. With regard to this 
assessment, the complainant only made the following reference in his confirmatory application: 
" I should add that I would appreciate a list of any documents of EuropeAid Co-operation Office 
that have been placed on the Register of Documents according to Article 11 of Regulation 
1049/2001. " 

In his reply to the confirmatory application, the Secretary General indicated that the register of 
the Commission's documents was an electronic database, which was updated daily, and that 
there was no such list of documents having been put on this register by the EuropeAid Office. 
With a link to the register and an explanation on how to search in it, the complainant was invited
to search the register by himself and to report to the Secretary General, should he find 
documents of interest. Accordingly, the Commission would like to stress the fact that the 
complainant never confirmed his request for access to any document other than the audit report
and that, consequently, the Secretary General treated the application correctly and did not " 
refuse to provide " the complainant with a list of documents or act in breach of Article 15 of 
Regulation 1049/2001 or the Code of Good Administrative Behaviour. 

Nevertheless, in order to assist the complainant, the Commission had decided to establish a list 
of the documents held by EuropeAid relating to the audit concerned and attached this list to the 
present opinion. 
The complainant's observations 
In his observations, the complainant maintained his complaint and made the following further 
comments. 

The complainant considered that the Commission did not address in its opinion the substantive 
issues that he had raised. 

According to the complainant, the arguments put forward by the Commission to explain why his 
request was rejected would, if accepted, provide for a blanket protection of audit information 
contrary to the decision of the Court of First Instance in Case T-194/94 Carvell v Council (2) . 
Information about possible wrongdoing in either the European Union or Niger in the execution of
these programmes would be removed from public scrutiny. Such a situation was an abuse of 
the Cotonou agreements under which this aid programme was to operate, as well as a violation 
of the spirit and the letter of Regulation 1049/2001. 
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If the administration of discretionary aid programmes was subject to exemption, it was difficult to
see how any document relating to any international matter could be released. The complainant 
referred to the judgments of the Court of Justice in Case C-353/99 P, Hautala v Council (3)  and 
in Case C-353/01 Olli Mattila v Council and Commission (4) . He noted that the Commission 
routinely released far more sensitive information on matters of international relations than any 
document relating to aid programmes in Niger. 

It would also be contrary to good auditing practice and good administrative conduct if audit 
informants were in fact guaranteed confidentiality, because it might have been necessary for the
Commission to pass the audit findings to law enforcement authorities for further investigation 
and action. The complainant requested the Ombudsman to rule that Article 4 (1) (b) of 
Regulation 1049/2001 cannot be used to justify refusal to provide access to this document. 

As regards the overriding public interest, the exemption for protection of the public interest as 
regards international relations did not apply in this case. As for privacy and integrity of the 
individual, the Commission provided no details as to why this exemption applied and therefore 
the claimed exemption had to be dismissed as unfounded. The argument that overriding public 
interest did not apply with regard to the Article 4 (2) and (3) exemptions was justified by the 
Commission on the grounds that the public interest in disclosure did not outweigh the public 
interest in protecting the purpose of audits. By this statement, the Commission admitted that it 
was applying a blanket exemption in the case of audits, contrary to the spirit and letter of the 
Regulation, and contrary to Community case-law which made it clear that exemptions cannot be
applied to entire classes of Commission documents such as audits. 

The complainant insisted that full access to the document was appropriate and considered that 
partial access must be determined by application of Regulation 1049/2001 and its exemptions 
must be applied on a case by case basis and not simply by selecting data that are already in the
public domain and excluding all other content. 

As regards the Commission's statement that the document had been made available to the 
Court of Auditors and the Parliament, the complainant was of the opinion that this constituted a 
wilful attempt to mislead him; that it was a breach of the Code of Good Administrative 
Behaviour; that it constituted maladministration; and that it warranted disciplinary measures 
against the authors of the statement. 

The complainant considered that the absence of an appropriate and complete register of 
EuropeAid files represented a breach of the Code of Good Administrative Behaviour. 

According to the complainant, the Commission did not reply to his evidence that other 
jurisdictions release audit information, notably the Government of Canada. The matter of 
release of audits conducted on the Commission's activities was particularly important in the 
promotion of good governance, given the longstanding and unresolved problems of financial 
accountability at the Commission. 
Further inquiries 
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After careful consideration of the Commission's opinion and the complainant's observations, it 
appeared that further inquiries were necessary. The Ombudsman requested the President of 
the Commission to respond to the following: 
- Does the Commission consider that the exception for the protection of the purpose of audits 
and the exception for protection of the public interest as regards international relations both 
apply to all those parts of the document that have not already been released to the 
complainant? 
- Would the Commission please respond specifically to the complainant's argument that (a) the 
terms of reference of the audit; (b) matters relating to the EuropeAid Office's own administration 
of the development aid; and (c) the recommendations for improving the administration of 
development aid should not be covered by any exception? 
The Commission's further reply 
The Commission's further reply can be summarised as follows. 

As regards the applicability of the exceptions to all parts of the report, the two exceptions were 
very much inter-related as regards this audit report. The main reason for the Commission to 
refuse public access to such audit reports was the fact that these reports deal with information 
that was not necessarily public in the beneficiary countries themselves and thus might be quite 
sensitive. The Commission was not in a position to judge to what extent the information was 
sensitive or was considered to be sensitive by the national authorities, in this case by the 
authorities of Niger. 

Disclosure of the audit report, or of parts thereof, may lead to strained relations with the 
beneficiary country, in this case Niger. This in turn may result in a less co-operative attitude of 
the authorities of the beneficiary country during the process of follow-up or when, in future, new 
audits were to be carried out. 

As regards the content of the report, the Commission considered that large excerpts could be 
disclosed without causing any harm to the interests of Niger or to the purpose of the audit. 
However, any disclosure of information regarding the management of funds by the beneficiary 
was likely to be considered as an interference with the state's sovereignty. Therefore, the 
Commission had up to that point refused access to all parts of the report that were clearly not in 
the public domain, meaning everything except legislative texts. 

The Commission was still of the opinion that disclosing any part of the audit report without the 
consent of the authorities of Niger would adversely affect its relations with those authorities and 
in particular hamper the follow-up of this audit as well as future audits in relation to aid provided 
to that country. 

In order to obtain Niger's agreement to partial disclosure, the Commission's services had made 
a selection of those parts of the report that they considered could be disclosed without causing 
any harm. On 9 July 2004, the Commission has requested the agreement of the authorities of 
Niger to disclose this expunged version. No reply had been received so far. 

As regards accessibility of certain parts of the audit report, the terms of reference are included 
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in the expunged version of the report, which the Commission proposes to release with the 
consent of the authorities of Niger. 

The report did not deal with EuropeAid's own administration of the development aid. If the report
contained such information, the Commission would disclose it. 

The recommendations concerned exclusively the management of public finance by the 
authorities of Niger. 

The Commission would continue to try to obtain a response from the authorities of Niger. 
Without the agreement of these authorities, the Commission felt that any further disclosure, 
even of parts of the report, would adversely affect its relations with Niger and, by way of 
consequence, hamper future audits relating to development aid granted to this country. 
The complainant's further observations 
The complainant's further observations can be summarised as follows. 

The complainant believed that the Commission had unnecessarily extended the process and 
should have contacted the authorities of Niger when he originally made the information request. 

The complainant repeated that if any state did not want to administer assistance in a 
transparent manner, it was not obliged to accept that assistance. He considered that there was 
maladministration if the Commission entered into a discretionary development assistance 
agreement in which there was an expectation that use of resources would be hidden from the 
European public. 

It was inappropriate for the Commission to provide resources to a country if it believed that the 
country would refuse to respect its obligations as regards transparency, audit, and follow-up. 
The complainant referred in this context to Article 9 of the Cotonou Agreement, which stated 
that: " Respect for all human rights and fundamental freedoms, including respect for 
fundamental social rights, democracy based on the rule of law and transparent and accountable
governance are an integral part of sustainable development. " 

According to the complainant, it did not make sense to ask Niger to authorise partial release. 
The Commission should have requested authorisation to release the report in full. 

According to Article 57 (6) of the Cotonou Agreement, all decisions requiring the approval of 
recipient states shall be considered approved unless a response was received within 60 days. 
The Commission's failure to release the information requested in its letter of 9 July 2004 was 
not compliant with the Cotonou Agreement. 

The complainant considered that the Commission did not provide any explanation as to why the
terms of reference were not released in the first place. 

THE OMBUDSMAN'S EFFORTS TO ACHIEVE A 
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FRIENDLY SOLUTION 

After careful consideration of the Commission's opinions and the complainant's observations, 
the Ombudsman did not consider that the Commission had responded adequately to all aspects
of the complainant's allegation concerning access to the audit report. In accordance with Article 
3 (5) of the Statute of the European Ombudsman (5) , he therefore wrote to the President of the 
Commission to propose a friendly solution on the basis of the following analysis of the issues in 
dispute between the complainant and the Commission. 
The issues in dispute between the Commission and the complainant 
The complaint concerned public access to documents related to an audit of the EU’s budgetary 
aid to the Government of Niger. 

The complainant alleged that the Commission failed to comply with Regulation 1049/2001 when
it refused to grant him access to one document entitled Audit des fonds de contrepartie de 
l'appui à l'ajustement structurel en République du Niger - Rapport final juin 2001 et janvier 2002
("the audit report") and to other related documents. He also alleged that the register of 
documents of the Commission was incomplete. The complainant claimed that he should receive
the document in question, as well as a list of the documents related to this audit. Finally, the 
complainant alleged that he was misled by the Secretary General of the Commission, who wrote
that " the audit report has been made available to the European Court of Auditors ". 

The Ombudsman noted, however, that although the complainant’s first allegation refers to 
“other documents related” to the audit report itself, the inquiry has revealed that this aspect of 
the case concerns, in fact, the second allegation and claim (that is, that the register of 
documents of the Commission was incomplete and that the complainant should receive a list of 
the documents related to the audit). 

After careful consideration of the results of the inquiry so far, the Ombudsman did not consider 
that the Commission had responded adequately to all aspects of the complainant’s allegation 
concerning access to the audit report. 

The Ombudsman therefore made a proposal for a friendly solution as regards the question of 
access to the audit report. 

The Ombudsman noted that, during the course of the inquiry, the Commission had clarified that:
- the audit report does not deal with EuropeAid's own administration of the development aid. If 
the audit report contained such information, the Commission would disclose it; and 
- the recommendations in the audit report concern exclusively the management of public finance
by the authorities of Niger. 

The Ombudsman’s proposal for a friendly solution was based on the following considerations: 
The Commission’s justification of its position 
1.1 The Commission granted (at the stage of the confirmatory application) partial access to the 
audit report, consisting of access to extracts of national legislation. The Commission argued that
the refusal of access to other parts of the audit report was justified since disclosure would 
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undermine the protection of the purpose of audits (Article 4 (2), third indent, of Regulation 
1049/2001) and the protection of the public interest as regards international relations (Article 4 
(1), third indent, of the Regulation). Moreover sections containing personal data are covered by 
the exception laid down in Article 4 (1) (b) of the Regulation. 

1.2 As regards the protection of the purpose of the audits, the Commission argued that the 
purpose of the audits, in this case, was to preserve the Commission's capacity to carry out in 
future this kind of very sensitive and thorough audit in Niger in the broader context of 
development aid. It was clear that, by their very nature, audit reports were more likely than other
document categories to contain sensitive information. It was true that co-operation assistance 
was an entirely discretionary contribution by the EU and that, if the Government of Niger did not 
wish to co-operate with EU audits, it was not obliged to accept assistance. However, the 
Commission considered that the purpose of these audits has to be seen in the context of a 
long-term engagement towards the people of Niger. Considering the sensitive content of this 
particular audit report, that is, its very detailed level of specific audit information, the 
Commission believed that its disclosure would breach the legitimate expectations of 
confidentiality of all the different informants who had co-operated thoroughly with the auditor. 
The Commission further held that disclosure, therefore, would lead to a situation where 
informants would be more reluctant to co-operate. This, in turn, would jeopardise the 
Commission's ability to carry out such audits in future with the same level of precision. 

As regards the question of a possible overriding public interest in disclosure, the Commission 
argued that, if the general public interest in disclosure automatically constituted an overriding 
public interest in disclosure, the exceptions of Article 4 would be deprived of any meaning. 

1.3 Concerning the protection of the public interest as regards international relations, the 
Commission acknowledged that it was in the interests of the EU's development assistance to 
promote good governance and transparency and that aid was provided on condition that it was 
used appropriately and was subject to audit. However, unlike the complainant, the Commission 
considered that these interests were better served by maintaining mutual confidence between 
the two parties than by granting public access to the audit report and breaching this confidence. 
This development aid and this kind of in-depth audit of the administration of Niger enabled the 
EU to help Niger to identify problems, propose solutions and exercise pressure in order to 
improve the situation, in so far as the audit revealed difficulties in the delivery and administration
of development aid. According to the Commission, the level of detailed, sensitive audit 
information contained in the audit report could, if used in bad faith or out of context, cause 
serious harm to the country. 

1.4 As regards the protection of privacy and integrity of the individual, the Commission argued 
that it was current practice to blank out such personal data in order to make partial access 
possible to the rest of the document. 

1.5 In its reply to the Ombudsman's request for further information, the Commission explained 
that the exception for the protection of the purpose of audits and the exception for protection of 
the public interest as regards international relations were very much inter-related in the case of 
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this audit report. The main reason for the Commission's refusal to allow public access to such 
audit reports was the fact that these reports deal with information that is not necessarily public in
the beneficiary countries themselves and which, for this reason, may be quite sensitive. 
Disclosure of the audit report, or of parts thereof, may lead to strained relations with the 
beneficiary country, in this case Niger. This in turn may result in a less co-operative attitude of 
the authorities of the beneficiary country during the process of follow-up or when, in future, new 
audits are to be carried out. 

The Commission considered that large excerpts of the audit report, including the terms of 
reference, could be disclosed without causing any harm to the interests of Niger or to the 
purpose of the audit. However, any disclosure of information regarding the management of 
funds by the beneficiary was likely to be considered as an interference with the state's 
sovereignty. The Commission was of the opinion that disclosing any part of the audit report 
without the consent of the authorities of Niger would adversely affect its relations with those 
authorities. On 9 July 2004, the Commission requested the agreement of the authorities of 
Niger to disclosure of an expunged version. No reply had been received by the time the 
Commission issued its latest reply to the Ombudsman. The Commission would continue to try to
obtain a response from the authorities of Niger. 
The complainant’s arguments 
1.6 As regards the protection of the purpose of the audits, the complainant argued that audits 
are a primary source of information on the efficiency and effectiveness of the Commission's 
activities and that refusal of access limits the public's ability to gather the information necessary 
to exercise its democratic responsibilities. In other developed countries, notably Canada, 
legislation on public access to documents did not provide for such an exclusion. It was in the 
public interest to know whether the audit in question revealed difficulties in the delivery and 
administration of development aid. Moreover, the audit had been completed more than a year 
prior to the complainant's request for access and it was therefore unlikely that information about 
it could be used to subvert the purpose of audits. The release of the audit was unlikely to 
damage future co-operation with the authorities of Niger, since co-operation assistance was a 
discretionary contribution by the EU. The arguments put forward by the Commission would, if 
accepted, provide for a blanket protection of audit information. The case-law of the Community 
courts, however, made it clear that exemptions cannot be applied to entire classes of 
Commission documents such as audits. It would be contrary to good auditing practice if audit 
informants had been guaranteed confidentiality, because it might have been necessary for the 
Commission to pass the audit findings to law enforcement authorities for further investigation 
and action. Finally, there was an overriding public interest in disclosure, based on the priority 
given by the European Union to openness, accountability and transparency. Moreover, the 
public had an overriding interest in knowing how its resources were being spent by its public 
servants. 

1.7 As regards the protection of the public interest in matters concerning international relations, 
the complainant argued that the Commission routinely releases far more sensitive information 
on matters of international relations than any document relating to aid programmes in Niger. 
Article 9 of the Cotonou Agreement stated that: " Respect for all human rights and fundamental 
freedoms, including respect for fundamental social rights, democracy based on the rule of law 
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and transparent and accountable governance are an integral part of sustainable development. "
Transparency in administration and audit were the most effective ways of ensuring that EU 
development aid was not misused. Such misuse was a direct threat to the survival of people in 
Niger. The argument that information should not be provided because it might be used in bad 
faith or out of context was against the spirit of Regulation 1049/2001. 

1.8 As regards the protection of privacy and integrity of the individual, the complainant 
recognised that certain information might be sensitive and should not be disclosed. A 
professional auditing firm should have taken into account the protection of privacy and integrity 
of the individual in its administration of the audit. 
The Ombudsman’s assessment 
1.9 The Ombudsman recalled that, according to Article 2 of Regulation 1049/2001, " [a]ny 
citizen of the Union, and any natural or legal person residing or having its registered office in a 
Member State, has a right of access to documents of the institutions, subject to the principles, 
conditions and limits defined in this Regulation (...) This Regulation shall apply to all documents 
held by an institution, that is to say, documents drawn up or received by it and in its possession, 
in all areas of activity of the European Union. " Exceptions to this principle are provided for in 
Article 4 of the Regulation. 

1.10 As regards the exception relating to the privacy and the integrity of the individual (Article 4 
(1) (b) of Regulation 1049/2001), the Ombudsman first recalled that this exception was not 
subject to the possibility of an overriding public interest in disclosure. The Ombudsman noted 
that the complainant, in his observations, accepted that certain information contained in the 
audit report might be sensitive and should not be disclosed. Moreover, the complainant did not 
appear to contest the extent of the deletions made by the Commission to give effect to this 
exception. The Ombudsman did not therefore consider that there was any significant dispute 
between the complainant and the Commission concerning the correct application of this 
exception in this case. 

1.11 As regards the exception relating to the protection of the purpose of audits, the 
Ombudsman recalled that Article 4 (2) of Regulation 1049/2001 provides that: " The institutions 
shall refuse access to a document where disclosure would undermine the protection of: (...) the 
purpose of inspections, investigations and audits, (...) ", subject to the possibility of an overriding 
public interest in disclosure. The Ombudsman found the complainant’s arguments persuasive 
both as regards the absence of a likelihood that disclosure would cause real harm to the 
protected interest and as regards the overriding public interest in disclosure. Moreover, the 
Ombudsman noted that the Commission itself, in its reply to the Ombudsman's request for 
further information, considered that large excerpts from the audit report could be disclosed 
without causing any harm to the purpose of the audit. The Ombudsman therefore did not 
consider that the Commission had shown that it was entitled to rely on Article 4 (2), third indent, 
of the Regulation in order to limit public access to the above-mentioned excerpts from the audit 
report. 

1.12 As regards the exception relating to the protection of the public interest in matters 
concerning international relations, the Ombudsman noted that the Commission made a 
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selection of those parts of the audit report which it considered could be disclosed, that it 
requested the agreement of the authorities of Niger to consent to disclosure and that, at the 
date of the Commission’s latest reply to the Ombudsman, the Commission had received no 
reply from the authorities of Niger. The Ombudsman understood the Commission’s position to 
be that the exception for the protection of international relations justified it in refusing access to 
the above-mentioned parts of the audit report unless and until the authorities of Niger consented
to disclosure. 

1.13 The Ombudsman recalled in this context that, according to the case-law of the Court of 
First Instance, Article 4 (5) of Regulation 1049/2001 (6)  was a lex specialis  and that the 
Commission had no power to disclose a document originating from a Member State which 
requested it not to do so (7) . 

1.14 The Ombudsman took the view that the Commission’s position as regards the application 
of the exception for the protection of international relations, in substance, treats Niger as if it 
were an EU Member State. The Ombudsman considered that to apply the exception in this way 
was inconsistent with the above-mentioned case-law defining Article 4 (5) as a lex specialis  and
with the general principle that exceptions to the right of public access to documents should be 
strictly interpreted. 

1.15 The Ombudsman provisionally concluded that the exception for the protection of 
international relations cannot justify the Commission’s refusal to disclose those parts of the 
report which the Commission itself has, in its communications with the authorities of Niger, 
accepted could be disclosed and that continued failure to disclose those parts of the report 
would, therefore, be an instance of maladministration. 
The proposal for a friendly solution 
The Ombudsman suggested that the Commission could consider granting access to those parts
of the report which the Commission itself had proposed, in its communications with the 
authorities of Niger, could be disclosed. 
The Commission's response 
In reply to the Ombudsman's proposal, the Commission pointed out the following. 

Further to the consultation, the authorities of Niger had not taken a clear position as regards 
disclosure of an expunged version of the audit report. The Commission would like to clarify its 
position as regards the application of the exception regarding the protection of international 
relations. The Commission considered that, if disclosure of the requested documents would lead
to a deterioration of its relations with Niger and create difficulties as regards the effective 
monitoring of the Community's assistance to that country, the international relations of the 
Community would be affected. It was in order to examine to what extent such deterioration was 
likely to happen that the Commission consulted the authorities of Niger. The purpose of this 
consultation was not to grant these authorities a de facto  right of veto. In any case, even a 
Member State could not oppose disclosure of the requested documents, since it was a 
Commission report. 

Having carefully reconsidered the matter, the Commission took the view that disclosure of the 
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expunged version of the audit report would not jeopardise its relations with Niger. Therefore, it 
welcomed the Ombudsman's proposal for a friendly solution. The expunged version of the audit 
report was enclosed. 
The complainant's observations 
In his observations, the complainant stated that he was unable to accept the Commission's 
reply for the following reasons. The expunged material represents in essence the entirety of the 
substantive content of the audit report. No explanation was provided as to why specific 
elements were removed from the report, leading him to conclude that a decision was made by 
the Commission simply to remove all substantive content irrespective of any specific exemption 
from public scrutiny according to Regulation 1049/2001. The report's page numbers had been 
removed making it essentially impossible to establish the extent of the expunged material; this 
alone was an abuse of power as the page numbers cannot conceivably be secret. 

Taken together, these actions and omissions by the Commission demonstrate that it had 
abused its authority by refusing to provide the complainant with the requested material. He had, 
in previous correspondence, outlined in some detail his position that most if not all of this report 
should have been released, and that clear and specific reasons must be provided to justify the 
withholding of any specific item of information. According to him, such information has not been 
forthcoming. He added that the Commission's strategy of claiming to comply with Regulation 
1049/2001 by releasing purely descriptive and non-analytical audit material, and attempting to 
conceal the extent of deletions, demonstrated the Commission's bad faith. 

He requested, therefore, that the Ombudsman make a finding of maladministration and he 
thanked him for his assistance throughout the process. 

THE DECISION 
1 Refusal to grant access to an audit report 
1.1 The complainant requested the Commission to grant him access to a document entitled " 
Audit des fonds de contrepartie de l'appui à l'ajustement structurel en République du Niger - 
Rapport final juin 2001 et janvier 2002 " ("the audit report"). Only partial access to the document
in question was granted to the complainant, that is, extracts of national legislation. The 
complainant alleged that the Commission had failed to comply with Regulation (EC) No 
1049/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30 May 2001 regarding public 
access to European Parliament, Council and Commission documents (8)  ("Regulation 
1049/2001") when it refused to grant him access to the audit report. He claimed that he should 
be granted access to the document in question. 

1.2 The Commission argued that its refusal to grant access to the remaining parts of the audit 
report was justified since disclosure would undermine the protection of the purpose of audits 
(Article 4 (2), third indent, of Regulation 1049/2001) and the protection of the public interest as 
regards international relations (Article 4 (1) (a), third indent, of the Regulation). Moreover 
sections containing personal data were covered by the exception laid down in Article 4 (1) (b) of 
the Regulation. 
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1.3 The Ombudsman wrote to the President of the Commission to propose a friendly solution in 
accordance with Article 3 (5) of the Statute of the European Ombudsman on the basis of the 
following considerations. 

As regards the exception relating to the privacy and the integrity of the individual, the 
Ombudsman did not consider that there was any significant dispute between the complainant 
and the Commission concerning the correct application of this exception. 

With regard to the exception relating to the protection of the purpose of audits, the 
Ombudsman's preliminary conclusion was that the Commission had failed to show that it was 
entitled to rely on this exception in order to limit public access to the audit report at issue. 

Concerning the protection of the public interest as regards international relations, the 
Commission acknowledged that it was in the interests of the EU's development assistance to 
promote good governance and transparency and that aid was provided on condition that it was 
used appropriately and was subject to audit. However, unlike the complainant, the Commission 
considered that these interests were better served by maintaining mutual confidence between 
the two parties than by granting public access to the audit report and breaching this confidence. 
This development aid and this kind of in-depth audit of the administration of Niger enabled the 
EU to help Niger to identify problems, propose solutions and exercise pressure in order to 
improve the situation, in so far as the audit revealed difficulties in the delivery and administration
of development aid. According to the Commission, the level of detailed, sensitive audit 
information contained in the audit report could, if used in bad faith or out of context, cause 
serious harm to the country. Nevertheless, the Ombudsman provisionally concluded that these 
considerations could not justify the Commission’s refusal to disclose those parts of the report 
that the Commission itself accepted, in its communications with the authorities of Niger, could 
be disclosed. Therefore, he suggested that the Commission could consider granting access to 
those parts of the report that the Commission itself had proposed, in its communications with 
the authorities of Niger, could be disclosed. 

1.4 In its reply to the Ombudsman proposal for a friendly solution, the Commission noted that, if 
disclosure of the requested documents would lead to a deterioration of its relations with Niger 
and create difficulties as regards the effective monitoring of the Community's assistance to that 
country, the Community's international relations would be affected. It was in order to examine to
what extent such deterioration was likely to happen that the Commission consulted the 
authorities of Niger, which did not take a clear position on this issue. Having carefully 
reconsidered the matter, the Commission took the view that disclosure of the expunged version 
of the audit report would not jeopardise its relations with Niger. Therefore, the Commission 
accepted the Ombudsman's proposal for a friendly solution and attached to its reply the 
expunged version of the audit report. 

The expunged version of the report contained the following parts: 

" - 1. Synthèse: 1.1 Rappel des termes de référence; 1.2 Exécution du programme 
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- 2. Description de la procédure de la dépense publique: 2.2 Objectif et champ de la mission 
d'audit; 2.3 Cadres organiques de la loi de finances; 2.6 Justification des opérations 

- 3. Audit du programme: 3.1 Montants audités; 3.2 Critères d'audit  ". 

The following parts of the audit report were partly deleted: 

" 1.3 Constats relatifs à la chaîne de la dépense; 1.4 Audit du programme; 

2.1 Les départements ministériels chargés du pilotage de l'économie; 2.4 Exécution de la loi de 
finances; 2.5 Les marchés publics; 2.7 Les fonctions de contrôle; 2.8 La loi de réglement et 
instances de contrôle a posteriori" . 

The following parts of the audit report were completely deleted: 

" 1.5; 1.6 Recommandations; 

2.9 Recommandations; 

3.3 Constats d'audit sur les dépenses hors solde; 3.4 Constats d'audit sur les dépenses de solde; 

4. Recommandations" . 

1.5 In his observations, the complainant expressed his dissatisfaction with the Commission's 
reply to the friendly solution proposal. According to him, the expunged material represented in 
essence the entirety of the substantive content of the audit report, since only descriptive and 
non-analytical audit material was released. He considered that no explanation was provided as 
to why specific elements were removed from the report, leading him to conclude that a decision 
was made by the Commission simply to remove all substantive content irrespective of any 
specific exemption from public scrutiny. As indicated in his previous correspondence, most if not
all of this report should have been released, and clear and specific reasons should have been 
provided to justify the withholding of any specific item of information. 

1.6 The Ombudsman first recalls that, according to Article 4 (1) of Regulation 1049/2001, " [t]he 
institutions shall refuse access to a document where disclosure would undermine the protection 
of: (a) the public interest as regards: (...) international relations ". The exceptions to access to 
documents, provided for by Article 4 (1) (a) of Regulation 1049/2001, are framed in mandatory 
terms; hence, the institutions are obliged to refuse access to documents falling under any one of
those exceptions once the relevant circumstances are shown to exist (9) . 

1.7 The Ombudsman further notes that the Commission enjoys a wide discretion in the context 
of a decision refusing access founded, as in this case, on the basis of the protection, inter alia , 
of the public interest concerning international relations (10) . Consequently, the scope of review 
in this context is limited to verifying whether the procedural rules and the duty to state reasons 
have been complied with, the facts have been accurately stated, and whether there has been a 
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manifest error of assessment or a misuse of powers (11) . As to the duty to state grounds, the 
Ombudsman recalls that, although it is for the institution concerned to demonstrate, in each 
individual case, that the documents to which access is sought do indeed fall within the 
exceptions listed in Regulation 1049/2001, it may be impossible to give reasons justifying the 
need for confidentiality in respect of each individual document without disclosing the content of 
the document and, thereby, depriving the exception of its very purpose (12) . 

1.8 As regards the case at hand, the Ombudsman first notes that the terms of reference of the 
audit in question were the following: 
- to carry out an accounting and financial audit of structural adjustment support programmes; 
- to examine compliance with the procedures of disbursement and modalities provided for in the 
financing and draft agreements; 
- to check compliance with budgetary, administrative and accounting procedures in force in 
Niger; 
- to examine critically the public expenditure process, the systems and procedures in force, the 
reliability of data on budgetary execution and to evaluate the financial and accounting follow-up 
and of achievements implemented to follow the execution of the budget of the State; 
- to make recommendations for the execution of the European Community's structural 
adjustment support. 

In this regard, as pointed out by the Commission, the report at issue involves an in-depth audit 
of the administration of Niger. The Ombudsman further notes that the Commission considered 
that full disclosure of the requested document could lead to a deterioration of its relations with 
Niger. More specifically, the Commission considered that its interests in promoting good 
governance, transparency and compliance with the conditions under which development aid is 
provided, are better served by maintaining mutual confidence between the two parties than by 
granting public access to the audit report and breaching this confidence. This development aid 
and this kind of in-depth audit of the administration of Niger enabled the EU to help Niger to 
identify problems, propose solutions and exercise pressure in order to improve the situation, in 
so far as the audit revealed difficulties in the delivery and administration of development aid. 
The Commission stressed that the disclosure of detailed, sensitive audit information contained 
in the audit report could cause serious harm to the country. On this basis, the Commission has 
refused to grant access - in whole or in part - to the report at issue, concerning the financial 
administration of Niger and the conducting, findings, and recommendations of the audit. Under 
the above circumstances, the Ombudsman finds that the Commission has provided a clear 
explanation for its challenged refusal and that this explanation, although brief, is adequate, in 
this specific case, in light of the fact that mentioning additional information, in particular making 
reference to the content of the document concerned, would negate the purpose of the exception
relied upon. The Ombudsman further finds that the contested decision is not vitiated by a 
manifest error of assessment as to the protection of the public interest concerning international 
relations. 

1.9 Moreover, as regards the exception relating to the privacy and the integrity of the individual, 
(Article 4 (1) (b) of Regulation 1049/2001), the Ombudsman first recalls that this exception is not
subject to the possibility of an overriding public interest in disclosure. The Ombudsman notes 
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that the complainant, in his observations, accepted that certain information contained in the 
audit report might be sensitive and should not be disclosed. Moreover, the complainant did not 
appear to contest the extent of the deletions made by the Commission to give effect to this 
exception. The Ombudsman does not therefore consider that there is any significant dispute 
between the complainant and the Commission concerning the correct application of this 
exception in this case. The Ombudsman thus considers that no further inquiry into, and 
consideration of, this part of the complaint is justified. 

1.10 In light of the above, the Ombudsman concludes that there is no maladministration with 
regard to the Commission's challenged refusal to grant access to parts of the audit report 
requested by the complainant. 

1.11 As regards the exception relating to the protection of the purpose of audits (Article 4 (2), 
third indent, of Regulation 1049/2001), the Ombudsman recalls that, in his letter proposing a 
friendly solution, he reached the provisional conclusion that the complainant’s arguments were 
persuasive both as regards the absence of a likelihood that disclosure would cause real harm to
the protected interest and as regards the overriding public interest in disclosure. Moreover, the 
Ombudsman noted that the Commission itself, in its reply to the Ombudsman's request for 
further information, considered that large excerpts from the audit report could be disclosed 
without causing any harm to the purpose of the audit. The Ombudsman, therefore, reached the 
preliminary conclusion that the Commission had failed to show that it was entitled to rely on 
Article 4 (2), third indent, of the Regulation in order to limit public access to the 
above-mentioned excerpts from the audit report. Nevertheless, in light of his findings in points 
1.8. 1.9. and 1.10 of the present decision, the Ombudsman concludes that no further inquiry 
into, and consideration of, the propriety of the Commission's reliance on the above exception is 
justified. 
2 Availability of the report to the Court of Auditors 
2.1 The complainant also claimed that he was misled by the Secretary General of the 
Commission when the latter stated that the audit report was at the disposal of the Court of 
Auditors. 

2.2 In its opinion, the Commission explained that, in his reply to the confirmatory application, the
Secretary General stated that the audit report had been made available to the Court of Auditors 
and to the President of the Committee for Budgetary Control of the European Parliament in 
order to ensure that the use of these funds was subject to independent and democratic control. 
The fact was that this report was available to them upon simple request like any other audit 
report on the use of EU funds. Thus, the formulation " has been made available " had to be 
understood as " is available ". The Commission recognised that the wording was unfortunate, 
since it can be interpreted as " has been sent to ". The Commission apologised for the 
imprecision in the wording used in the letter from the Secretary General, which was in no way 
intended to mislead the complainant. 

2.3 The Ombudsman notes that the Commission apologised for the misunderstanding 
concerning the availability of the report to the Court of Auditors and considers that there is no 
need to further pursue his inquiry into the matter. 
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3 Alleged incomplete register of documents 
3.1 The complainant alleged that the Commission's register of documents was incomplete, 
because he found only two documents relevant to the audit at issue when searching the 
register. He also claimed that he should receive a list of the documents related to the audit in 
question. The refusal to provide the complainant with a list of documents was a breach of 
Regulation 1049/2001 and of the Code of Good Administrative Behaviour. 

3.2 The Commission decided that the register of documents created on the basis of Article 11 of
Regulation 1049/2001 should, initially, contain references to documents that cover essentially 
the legislative activities of the Commission. The coverage of the register would be extended 
gradually. Moreover, considering the decentralised structure of the Commission and the 
Regulation's extremely broad definition of a document, there could never be an exhaustive 
Commission register. It was true that, in the absence of an exhaustive register, it was difficult for
the citizen to know which documents to ask for, and thus to formulate a request in a manner 
sufficiently precise to enable the institution to identify the document, unless the responsible 
Commission services provided appropriate assistance to the applicant. 

The Commission stressed the fact that the complainant had never confirmed his request for 
access to any other document other than the audit report and that, consequently, the Secretary 
General treated the application correctly and did not " refuse to provide " the complainant with a 
list of documents or act in breach of Article 15 of Regulation 1049/2001 or the Code of Good 
Administrative Behaviour. In order to satisfy the complainant, the Commission had decided to 
establish a list of the documents held by EuropeAid relating to the audit concerned. 

3.3 The Ombudsman recalls that, according to Article 11 of Regulation 1049/2001, " [t]o make 
citizens' rights under the Regulation effective, each institution shall provide public access to a 
register of documents. Access to the register should be provided in electronic form. References to
documents shall be recorded in the register without delay. (...) The institutions shall immediately 
take the measures necessary to establish a register which shall be operational by 3 June 2002 ." 

3.4 The Ombudsman further remarks that sound financial management is of great concern to 
the public and that audit reports are valuable sources of information on the way Community 
funds are used (13) . Hence, principles of good administration require that audit reports and 
relevant documents held by the Commission should receive high priority in the Commission's 
setting up of a register of documents, in accordance with Article 11 of Regulation 1049/2001. 

3.5 The Ombudsman notes that the complainant found in the Commission's register only two 
documents related to the audit at issue. However, during the present inquiry, the Commission 
provided a list of 46 documents concerning this audit. Further, the Ombudsman observes that 
the Commission only made general remarks regarding the contents of its register, which cannot 
adequately justify the shortcoming pointed out by the complainant. In light of the above, the 
Ombudsman finds that the Commission's register of documents was inadequate, as regards the
documents related to the audit at issue. This constituted an instance of maladministration. The 
Ombudsman makes a relevant critical remark below. 
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3.6 As regards the complainant's claim, the Ombudsman notes that the Commission provided a 
list of documents relating to the audit in question. He, therefore, takes the view that there is no 
need to further pursue his inquiry into the matter. 
4 Conclusion 
On the basis of the Ombudsman's inquiries into this complaint, there appears to have been no 
maladministration by the European Commission as regards access to the audit report. 

As regards the adequacy of the Commission's register, it is necessary to make the following 
critical remark: 

Sound financial management is of great concern to the public and audit reports are valuable 
sources of information on the way Community funds are used. Hence, principles of good 
administration require that audit reports and relevant documents held by the Commission should
receive high priority in the Commission's setting up of a register of documents, in accordance 
with Article 11 of Regulation 1049/2001. 

In this case, the complainant found only two documents related to the audit at issue in the 
Commission's register. However, during the present inquiry, the Commission provided a list of 
46 documents concerning this audit. Further, the Commission has only made general remarks 
regarding the contents of its register, which cannot adequately justify the shortcoming pointed 
out by the complainant. In light of the above, the Ombudsman finds that the Commission's 
register of documents was inadequate as regards the documents related to the audit at issue. 
This constituted an instance of maladministration. 

The Ombudsman therefore closes his inquiry. 

The President of the Commission will also be informed of this decision. 

Yours sincerely, 

P. Nikiforos DIAMANDOUROS 

(1)  OJ 2001 L 145, p.43. 
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